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A PAD file is Portable Application Description file. It consists of contact details about the writer,
Particulars in regards to a program you authored available and it is cost. Additionally, it may
describe a totally free program. The Small PAD Submission applet below will submit your PAD to
112 websites where you can allow the public learn about your program and where you'll get it.

Pad submission can submit your software's to a lot more than 1000 download sites full instantly and
semi-instantly. The procedure is quite simple, just import your PAD information and click on a
control button to submit. PAD Submission can submit your software's to a lot more than 580
download sites full instantly and semi-instantly. The procedure is quite simple, just import your PAD
information and click on a control button to submit.

With pad submitter- PAD submit worker, you are able to submit your software to a lot more than
1000 PAD sites. All is extremely simple to use and incredibly fast. In an exceedingly small amount
of time your software is going to be known all across the globe. Its numerous functions will help you
to enjoy posting your software to websites. Within this version you'll find many integrated functions
of Pad submission.

Software submission can submit your software to a lot more than 1000 download sites full instantly
and semi-instantly. The procedure is quite simple, just import your PAD information and click on a
control button to submit.

Features

-The procedure is quite simple, just import your PAD information and click on a control button to
submit.

-Save hrs / days of your energy rather than manual distribution.

-Get 1000s of incoming links.

-Improve your website's Google, Yahoo and MSN.

Software submissionÂ 

Instantly submit your shareware to shareware sites and sites.

The program could save you hrs of submission time.

Full and easy to customize reviews available upon submission.

Submit as numerous new software programs as you've.

Submit as numerous software updates as you've.

Something for automatic registration of PAD files in shareware catalogues. Multithreaded execution
provides high-speed of form posting. The applying is distributed using the biggest database of PAD
catalogues (a lot more than 1000 Web addresses) and enables customers to include their very own
Web addresses towards the database. The tool is made for Shareware programs designers to make
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Pad submission.

Pad submitterÂ is really a tool helpful for software designers who would like to boost the recognition
of the software items and thus their sales. Software submissionÂ helps submit software information to
various 100s of PAD enabled internet sites. Active Pad Submit - a handy, fully automated, easily to
make use of solution for posting your pad to in excess of 700 shareware sites. Posting a PAD file
will easily allow website owners to gain access to any or all your products information.

Pad submitter-Â is really a tool helpful for software designers who wish to boost the recognition of the
software items and thus their sales. PAD Submission helps make software submission to various
1000s of PAD enabled internet sites.

Pad submission tool--Pad submitter can make Software submission to a lot more than 1000
download sites full instantly and semi-instantly.
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